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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 
 
 
 
 

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD CONCOURSE HONORED  
WITH IALD RADIANCE AWARD 

 
ARUP UK TRANSFORMS BRUTALIST VIADUCT INTO COLOURFUL GATHERING SPACE 

 

CHICAGO, IL USA, 18 JUNE 2020 | Luminaries of the lighting profession gathered for the first time 

online with the world to honor the winners of the 37th Annual International Association of Lighting 

Designers (IALD) International Lighting Design Awards, presented by Cooper Lighting Solutions. 

Twenty-one projects were on display from 8 countries—including exteriors, interiors, universities, 

museums, retail and places of worship. This year’s winners represent some of the most innovative and 

inspiring architectural lighting design work found anywhere in the world. 

The highest point score winner across all entries, in addition to receiving an Award of Excellence for 

their project, received the IALD Radiance Award for Excellence in Lighting Design, the highest 

honor in architectural lighting design. This year, the IALD Radiance Award for Excellence in 

Lighting Design award goes to Arup UK for The University of Sheffield Concourse in Sheffield, 

England UK.  

The team at Arup UK 

transformed a space in its most 

basic form by bringing light and 

color, positively changing the 

experience for the audience.  

This brutalist concrete viaduct 

has been transformed into a 

colourful gathering space for 

students thanks to its innovative 

lighting scheme by Arup UK. The 

Concourse at the University of 

Sheffield is at the heart of 

campus life. However, 

throughout the years the Concourse became a transient “non-space” used for cycle parking, offering 

little enhancement to university life. 

The brief was to create a space that encourages students to linger, facilitates external events, and 

celebrates the 1960s architecture. The simple elegant lines of the concrete structure demanded an 

uncomplicated lighting approach, treating each face as an individual element. Color was carefully 
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selected to contrast surfaces and compliment materials while soft, direct white light is added at times 

when strong, saturated colors may affect the occupants' experience. 

“This is a beautiful example of color and light as place-making,” said one judge. 

Much of the success of the project has been in the detailing of the complex interfaces not visible to 

the casual observer, delivering the clean lines of light that characterize the space.  

Find out more about the IALD International Lighting Design Awards. 

ABOUT THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIGHTING DESIGNERS (IALD) 

The International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD), established in 1969, is an international 

organization supporting a network of more than 1,500 lighting design professionals who satisfy its 

rigorous qualification process. IALD strives to set the global standard for lighting design excellence by 

promoting the advancement and recognition of professional lighting designers, cultivating the 

universal acknowledgement and appreciation of the Power of Light in human life. For more 

information, please visit iald.org. 

 

CONTACT 

ELIZABETH RANDGAARD 

IALD DIRECTOR, MARKETING + COMMUNICATIONS 

PH: +1 312 527 3677  

EMAIL: ELIZABETH@IALD.ORG  
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37TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIGHTING DESIGNERS 

AWARDS PROJECT CREDITS 

 
RADIANCE AWARD AND AWARD OF EXCELLENCE 
 

The University of Sheffield Concourse 

Sheffield, England UK 

 

LIGHTING DESIGN 

Dan Lister 

Justin Boyd 

David Battersby (Formerly with Arup) 

Arup UK 

 

ADDITIONAL CREDITS 

Landscape Architect 

HLM Architects 

 

Client 

University of Sheffield 

 

Bridge Owner 

Sheffield City Council 

 

Main Contractor 

Henry Boot Ltd 

 

Electrical Contractor 

Elecomm Ltd 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

© Midi Photography/Arup (Images 1-7, 9-14) 

© Arup (Image 8 [Laser scan image]) 
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